SCIENTIFIC PROGRAM

Wednesday, November 5, 2014

14:00  Registration, Light Lunch, Poster Viewing and Visit the Exhibition

15:00 - 15:15  Opening Session - Plenary  Eilat Hall

OPENING REMARKS

Motti Gutman, Chairman, Israel Surgical Association
Chaim Sheba Medical Center, Tel Hashomer

Ahmad Assalia, Chairman, Israeli Society for Endoscopic Surgery
Rambam Health Care Campus, Haifa

Moshe Rubin, Chairman, Israeli Forum of Bariatric Surgery
Chaim Sheba Medical Center, Tel Hashomer

Oded Zmora, Chairman, Israel Society of Colon and Rectal Surgery
Chaim Sheba Medical Center, Tel Hashomer

15:15 - 16:30  Session I - Plenary  Eilat Hall

ROBOTIC SURGERY

Chairs:  Nahum Beglaibter, Israel
         Nir Wasserberg, Israel

15:15  ROBOTIC COLORECTAL SURGERY
Paolo Pietro Bianchi
Minimally-Invasive Surgery Unit, European Institute of Oncology, Milan, Italy

15:30  ROBOTIC GASTRECTOMY
Young-Woo Kim
Dept. of Cancer Control and Policy, Graduate School of Cancer Science and Policy, Gastric Cancer Branch, and Dept. of Surgery, Research Institute & Hospital, National Cancer Center, Goyang, Korea

15:45  ROBOTIC HEPATECTOMY
Evgeny Solomonov
Pancreas and Hepatobiliary Surgery Unit, Department of Organ Transplantation at RMC'S, Rabin Medical Center, Beilinson Campus, Petach Tikva, Israel

16:00  ROBOTIC SURGERY FOR MORBID OBESITY
Andrei Keidar
Dept. of General Surgery, Rabin Medical Center Beilinson Hospital, Petach Tikva, Israel
15:15 - 16:30  Session I - Plenary (cont.)  Eilat Hall

16:15  PANEL DISCUSSION - ROBOTIC SURGERY

Moderator:  Nahum Beglaibter, Israel  
            Nir Wasserberg, Israel

Participants:  Paolo Pietro Bianchi, Italy  
               Motti Gutman, Israel  
               Eli Kakiashvili, Israel  
               Andrei Keidar, Israel  
               Evgeny Solomonov, Israel  
               Young-Woo Kim, Korea  
               Oded Zmora, Israel

16:30  Coffee Break, Poster Viewing and Visit the Exhibition

17:00 - 18:00  Session II - Plenary  Eilat Hall

SURGERY IN THE OBESE PATIENT

Chairs:  Ahmad Assalia, Israel  
         Nasser Sakran, Israel

17:00  HOW CAN TAILORED ANESTHESIA BENEFIT ENDOSCOPIC SURGERY IN OBESE PATIENT?
       Yeshayahu Katz  
       Dept. of Anesthesiology, Rambam Medical Center, Haifa, Israel  
       Sponsored by MSD

17:20  LAPAROSCOPIC APPROACH TO COLORECTAL PROCEDURES IN MORBIDLY OBESE PATIENTS
       Catalin Copaescu  
       Bariatric Center of Excellence IFSO EAC-EC and SRC International Center of Excellence PONDERAS (Delta) Hospital, Bucharest, Romania

17:40  LAPAROSCOPIC HERNIA REPAIR IN THE OBESE PATIENT
       Tim Tollens  
       Dept. of General Surgery, Imelda Hospital, Bonheiden, Belgium

18:00  Board Meeting of the Bariatric Surgery Forum  
       End of day's Sessions

20:00  Dinner on the Terrace
ENDOSCOPIC COLORECTAL SURGERY

Sponsored by Covidien

Chairs: Petachia Reissman, Israel
       Oded Zmora, Israel

08:30 TEM - INDICATIONS AND CONTRA-INDICATIONS - HOW I DO IT VIDEO
Tim Tollens
Dept. of General Surgery, Imelda Hospital, Bonheiden, Belgium

08:50 LAPAROSCOPY FOR COLOSTOMY CLOSURE IN PATIENTS WITH LARGE INCISIONAL HERNIA
Catalin Copaescu
Bariatric Center of Excellence IFSO EAC-EC and SRC International Center of Excellence PONDERAS (Delta) Hospital, Bucharest, Romania

09:10 SILS IN COLORECTAL SURGERY
Marat Khaikin
Dept. of Surgery B, Chaim Sheba Medical Center, Tel Hashomer, Israel

09:15 Questions and Answers

09:30 ROUND TABLE:
ANTICOAGULANT THERAPY POST SURGERY
Sponsored by Sanofi

Moderator: Moshe Rubin, Israel

Participants: Carmil Azran, Israel
             Salomon Benchetrit, France
             Paolo Pietro Bianchi, Italy
             Catalin Copaescu, Romania
             David Goitein, Israel
             Young-Woo Kim, Korea
             Aharon Lubezky, Israel
             Tim Tollens, Belgium

10:30 Coffee Break, Poster Viewing and Visit the Exhibition
Parallel Session I - A
Colon and Rectal Surgery

CHALLENGES IN COLORECTAL CANCER

Chairs: Shmuel Avital, Israel
        Daniel Duek, Israel

11:00 SELECTION OF SURGICAL ALTERNATIVES FOR LOWER RECTAL CANCER
P. Ronan O’Connell
Dept. of Surgery and Surgical Specialties, University College Dublin and St. Vincent's University Hospital, Dublin, Ireland

11:20 TO BE ADVISED
Paolo Pietro Bianchi
Minimally-Invasive Surgery Unit, European Institute of Oncology, Milan, Italy

11:40 HOW WELL ARE WE MANAGING ENDOSCOPICALLY RESECTED MALIGNANT COLORECTAL POLYPS- AN AUDIT FOR MANAGEMENT ACCORDING TO THE NCCN GUIDELINES AND LONG TERM FOLLOW UP?
Yifat Yosef Lishtzinsky
Dept. of General Surgery A, Rabin Medical Center Beilinson Hospital, Petach Tikva, Israel

11:50 LYMPH NODES STATUS IN RECTAL CANCER WITH RECTAL WALL COMPLETE/ NEAR-COMPLETE RESPONSE AFTER NEOADJUVANT CHEMO-RADIATION
Moti Gutman, Chaya Shwaartz, Nadav Haim, Danny Rosin, Marat Khaikin, Alexander Lebeydev, Oded Zmora
Dept. of Surgery B, Chaim Sheba Medical Center, Tel Hashomer, Israel

12:00 POSTOPERATIVE PERITONEAL ENVIRONMENT IN PATIENTS UNDERGOING COLORECTAL SURGERY INCREASES MALIGNANT POTENTIAL IN A MIGRATION METASTATIC ASSAY AND IS ASSOCIATED WITH INCREASED TNF-α
Liron Berkovich1, Baruch Shpitz2, Ronen Ghinea2, Salem Majdop1, Ian White2, Shmuel Avital2
1Surgery B Cancer Research Laboratory, 2Dept. General Surgery B, Meir Medical Center, Kfar Saba, Israel

12:10 COMPARISON OF THE LONG TERM ONCOLOGICAL OUTCOMES OF STENT AS A BRIDGE TO SURGERY AND SURGERY ALONE IN MALIGNANT COLONIC OBSTRUCTION
Udit Gibor, Zvi H Perry, Boris Kirshtein
Dept. General Surgery A, Soroka Medical Center, Beer Sheva, Israel

12:20 THE EFFECTS OF STENTING VS. SURGERY ON THE LONG TERM ONCOLOGICAL OUTCOME
Udit Gibor1, Zvi H Perry1, Dan Tirosh2, Boris Kirshtein1
1Dept. General Surgery A, 2Obstetrics and Gynecology, Soroka University Medical Center, Beer Sheva, Israel
12:30 LAPAROSCOPY VERSUS OPEN RESECTION OF RECTUM FOR CANCER: COMPARATIVE ANALYSES OF EARLY AND LATE POSTOPERATIVE COMPLICATION
Pascal Guy¹, Kamal Hatib¹, Dvir Froylich¹, Mariana Shteiner², David Hazzan¹
¹Surgery B, Carmel Medical Center, Haifa, ²Oncology Institute, Lin Medical Center, Haifa, Israel

12:40 LAPAROSCOPIC EXTRALEVATOR ABDOMINOPERINEAL RESECTION USING TWO TYPES OF MESH: A STANDARDIZED TECHNIQUE
Ronen Ghinea, Barak Benjamin¹, Ian White¹, Debora Kidron², Baruch Shpitz¹, Shmuel Avital¹
¹Dept. of Surgery B, ²Dept. of Pathology, Meir Medical Center, Kfar Saba, Israel

12:50 LAPAROSCOPY AFTER PERFORATION INTO PERITONEAL CAVITY DURING TEM FOR RECTAL TUMOR
Nidal Issa, Alejandro Murninkas, Eldad Powsner, Ofer Eldar
Surgery B, Hasharon Hospital, Rabin Medical Center Petah Tikva and the Sackler School of Medicine, Tel Aviv, Israel

11:00 - 11:45 Parallel Session I - B Moscow New York Hall
Bariatric Surgery

MEET THE EXPERTS I

Chairs: Nissim Geron, Israel
Boris Yoffe, Israel

11:00 IMPACT OF HP ON SURGERY
Salomon Benchetrit
Centre Péricald, Lyon, France

11:10 CONVERSION of GVC TO MINI BY PASS
Salomon Benchetrit
Centre Péricald, Lyon, France

11:20 TO BE ADVISED

11:35 NEW EVIDENCE OF BUTTRESSING IN BARIATRIC SURGERY
Asnat Raziel
Asia Medical Group, Tel Aviv, Israel
FREE PAPERS - CHALLENGES IN BARIATRIC SURGERY

Chairs: Abu Abeid Subhi, Israel
Igor Waksman, Israel

11:45 DEFINITIVE SURGERY FOR CHRONIC GASTRIC FISTULA AFTER LAPAROSCOPIC SLEEVE GASTRECTOMY (LSG)
Almog Ben Yaacov, Omri Sulimani, Matan Ben David, Hanoch Kashtan, Andrei Keidar
Dept. of Surgery B, Rabin Medical Center Beilinson Hospital, Petah Tikva, Israel

11:55 A NOVEL METHOD FOR THE MANAGEMENT OF GASTRIC FISTULA COMPLICATING LAPAROSCOPIC SLEEVE GASTRECTOMY: BIOLOGICAL GLUE APPLICATION IN A COMBINED PERCUTANEOUS AND ENDOSCOPIC APPROACH
Ahmad Assalia¹, Elias Manassa¹, Alain Suissa², Amos Offer³, Igor Kagan³, Kamal Yassin², Yoram Kluger¹, Ahmad Mahajna¹
¹Dept. of Surgery, ²Gastroenterology Institute, ³Radiology, Rambam Health Care Campus, Haifa, Israel

12:05 MANAGEMENT OF ACUTE ABDOMINAL PAIN AFTER LAPAROSCOPIC ROUX-N-Y GASTRIC BYPASS
Wisam Hasib Abboud, Ahmad Mahajna, Yoram Kluger, Ahmad Assalia
Dept. of General Surgery, Rambam Health Care Campus, Haifa, Israel

12:15 MINIMIZING HEMORRHAGIC COMPLICATIONS IN LAPAROSCOPIC SLEEVE GASTRECTOMY - A RANDOMIZED CONTROLLED TRIAL
Gideon Sroka, Daria Milevski, Dan Shteinberg, Husam Mady, Ibrahim Matter
General Surgery, Bnai Zion Medical Center, Haifa, Israel

12:25 LAPAROSCOPIC "SLEEVE" GASTRECTOMY POST HEART TRANSPLANTATION CASE REPORT AND REVIEW OF THE LITERATURE
Omri Sulimani¹, Tuvia Ben-Gal², Hanoch Kashtan¹, Andrei Keidar¹, Ilanit Mahler¹
¹Dept. of General Surgery, ²Dept. of Cardiology, Rabin Medical Center Beilinson Hospital, Petach Tikva, Israel

12:35 A CASE OF CANCELLED BPD: SHOULD WE GATHER MORE INTEL ON THE SUPER-OBESE?
Adam Strier, Gideon Sroka, Ibrahim Mattar
Dept. of General Surgery, Bnai Zion Medical Center, Haifa, Israel

12:45 PHYSICAL PERFORMANCE AFTER BARIATRIC SURGERY IN THE ELDERLY
Asaf Kedar, Amihai Rottenshtreich¹, Tair Ben Porat¹, Ram Elazary¹, Andrei Keidar²
¹Dept. of General Surgery, Hadassah Hebrew University Medical Center, Jerusalem, ²Dept. of General Surgery, Rabin Medical Center Beilinson Hospital, Petach Tikva, Israel

12:55 SHORT TERM MORBIDITY OF ROUX EN-Y GASTRIC BYPASS COMPARED TO Bilio-Pancreatic Diversion AS CORRECTIVE PROCEDURES FOR FAILED SILASTIC RING VERTICAL GASTROPLASTY
Ahmad Assalia, Daniel Dubin, Yoram Kluger, Ahmad Mahajna
Dept. of Surgery, Rambam Health Care Campus, Haifa, Israel

13:05 Light Lunch
14:00 - 16:30  Parallel Session II - A  Eilat Hall  
Colon and Rectal Surgery

BENIGN DISEASES AND OUTCOMES IN COLORECTAL SURGERY

Chairs:  
Haim Pharan, Israel  
Moris Ventorero, Israel

14:00  
SURGICAL CHALLENGES IN ULCERATIVE COLITIS  
P. Ronan O’Connell  
Dept. of Surgery and Surgical Specialties, University College Dublin and St. Vincent’s University Hospital, Dublin, Ireland

14:20  
POUCHITIS: FROM SYMPTOMS TO RESEARCH OF A MAN-MADE DISEASE  
Hagit Tulchinsky  
Pouch Clinic, Tel Aviv Medical Center, Tel Aviv

14:40  
LAPAROSCOPY FOR IBD WHAT ARE THE REAL ADVANTAGES?  
Benjamin Person  
Dept. of surgery A, Carmel Medical Center, Haifa, Israel

15:00  
LAPAROSCOPIC MANAGEMENT OF ENTEROVERSICAL FISTULAS IN CROHN’S DISEASE  
Amir Dagan  
Dept. of General Surgery, Shaare Zedek Medical Center, Affiliated With the Hebrew University School of Medicine, Jerusalem, Israel

15:10  
THE IMPACT OF LATE ONSET POUCH RELATED FISTULA ON ILEOANAL POUCH FAILURE IN ULCERATIVE COLITIS PATIENTS  
Hagit Tulchinsky  
Pouch Clinic, 1 Division of Surgery, 2 IBD Center Dept. of Gastroenterology and Liver Diseases, Tel Aviv Medical Center, Tel Aviv, Israel

15:20  
SINGLE-PORT TECHNIQUE FOR COLON RESECTIONS  
Idit Melnik  
1 Dept. of Surgery, 2 Dept. of Clinical Research, Barzilai Medical Center, Ashkelon, Israel

15:30  
INTRACORPOREAL VERSUS EXTRACORPOREAL ANASTOMOSIS AFTER LAPAROSCOPIC RIGHT HEMICOLECTOMY: A COMPARATIVE STUDY  
Ron Shapiro  
1 Dept. of Surgery, Sheba Medical Center, Ramat Gan, 2 Dept. of Surgery B, Carmel Medical Center, Haifa, Israel

15:40  
NOTES-ASSISTED ENDOLUMENAL RECTAL RESECTION AND TRANSAHAL NATURAL ORIFICE SPECIMEN EXTRACTION WITHOUT RECTAL STUMP OPENING: A WORLD’S FIRST CLEAN BOWEL RESECTION IN A PORCINE MODEL  
Anton Kvasha  
1 Dept. of Surgery, Ziv Medical Center, Zfat, 2 Dept. of Pathology, Ziv Medical Center, Zfat, 3 Dept. General Surgery B, Galilee Medical Center, Faculty of Medicine, Bar Ilan University, Nahariya, Israel
15:50 TEM IN ULTRA LOW ANTERIOR RESECTION WITH COLOANAL ANASTOMOSIS
Hayim Gilshtein¹, Wisam Abboud¹, Wisam Khoury², Daniel Duek²
¹Dept. of General Surgery, ²Colorectal Dept., Rambam Health Care Campus, Haifa, Israel

16:00 ACUTE SIGMOID DIVERTICULITIS - WHAT HAS CHANGED OVER THE LAST DECADE?
Ohn Sibirsky, Yonathan Bar-Nur, Louis Rivkin, Petachia Reissman
Dept. of General Surgery, Shaare Zedek Medical Center, Affiliated With the Hebrew University School of Medicine, Jerusalem, Israel

16:10 EARLY EXPERIENCE WITH LAPAROSCOPIC LAVAGE IN ACUTE DIVERTICULITIS
Nir Horesh, Andrew Zbar, Avinoam Nevler, Nadav Haim, Mordechai Gutman, Oded Zmora
Dept. General Surgery B, Chaim Sheba Medical Center, Ramat Gan, Israel

16:20 ACUTE APPENDICITIS IN ELDERLY AND OCTOGENARIAN PATIENTS
Lior Segev¹, Shlomi Rayman², Nir Waserberg³, Eran Sadot⁴
¹Dept. of Surgery C, Chaim Sheba Medical Center, Chaim Sheba Medical Center, Tel Hashomer, ²Dept. of Surgery C, Chaim Sheba Medical Center, Ramat Gan, ³Dept. of Surgery, Chaim Sheba Medical Center, Tel Hashomer, ⁴Dept. of Surgery, Rabin Medical Center Beilinson Hospital, Petach Tikva, ⁴Dept. of Surgery, Rabin Medical Center Beilinson Hospital, Petach Tikva, Israel

14:00 - 14:30 Parallel Session II - B
Bariatric Surgery
Moscow New York Hall

FREE PAPERS

Chairs: Anya Feigin, Israel
Ronit Grinbaum, Israel

14:00 SAFETY AND OUTCOME OF LAPAROSCOPIC SLEEVE GASTRECTOMY FOLLOWING REMOVAL OF ADJUSTABLE GASTRIC BENDING: LESSONS FROM 109 PATIENTS IN A SINGLE CENTER
Niv Pencovich, Orit Goldray, Joseph M. Klausner, Subhi Abu-Abeid, Guy Lahat, Shai Meron Elder
Division of General Surgery, Tel Aviv Sourasky Medical Center, Tel Aviv, Israel

14:10 BARIATRIC SURGERY IMPROVES SEXUAL FUNCTION I
David Goitein, Alex Zendel, Lior Segev, Douglas (Dov) Zippel
Dept. of Surgery C, Chaim Sheba Medical Center, Sackler School of Medicine, Tel Aviv University, Tel Aviv, Israel

14:20 EFFECT OF SLEEVE GASTRECTOMY ON THYROID HORMONE LEVELS
Ilan Kent, Yasmin Abu-Ghanem, Roy Inbar, Liron Berkovich, Ronen Gineah, Shmuel Avital
Dept. of Surgery B, Meir Medical Center, Kfar Saba, Israel
14:30 - 15:30  Parallel Session II - B (cont.)  Moscow New York Hall
Endoscopic Surgery

ENDOSCOPIC SURGERY FOR BENIGN AND MALIGNANT TUMORS-I

Chairs: Amitai Bickel, Israel
        Amiki Szold, Israel

14:30  FUNCTION PRESERVING GASTRECTOMY AND ROLE OF 3D LAPAROSCOPY
Young-Woo Kim
Dept. of Cancer Control and Policy, Graduate School of Cancer Science and Policy, Gastric Cancer Branch, and Dept. of Surgery, Research Institute & Hospital, National Cancer Center, Goyang, Korea

14:50  MINIMALY INVASIVE VS. OPEN GASTRECTOMY FOR GASTRIC CANCER
Eli Kakiashvili¹, Eran Brauner², Ofir Ben Yshai², Ronit Almog³, Yoram Kluger²
¹Dept. of Surgery, ²General Surgery, ³Epidemiology, Rambam Health Care Campus, Haifa, Israel

15:00  LAPAROSCOPIC ENUCLEATION OF PANCREATIC HEAD NEUROENDOCRINE TUMORS
Slomi Yellinek¹, Joseph Alberton¹, Petachia Reissman²,³
¹General Surgery, Shaare Zedek Medical Center, Jerusalem,
²Dept. of Surgery, Shaare Zedek Medical Center, Jerusalem,
³The Hebrew University School of Medicine, Shaare Zedek Medical Center, Jerusalem, Israel

15:10  LAPAROSCOPIC ADRENALECTOMY OF LARGE ADRENAL LESIONS
Gili Halfteck, Ohn Sibirsky, Aner Keinan, Petachia Reissman
Dept. of General Surgery, Shaare Zedek Medical Center, Affiliated With the Hebrew University School of Medicine, Jerusalem, Israel

15:20  TOTAL ENDOSCOPIC ESOPHAGECTOMY: OUR INITIAL EXPERIENCE
Oleg Ponomarenko¹, Hasan Kais², Vladislav Gofman³, Zoya Haitov³, Ariel Halevy⁵, Michael Peer⁷, Michael Peer¹
¹Dept. of General Thoracic Surgery, ²Division of General Surgery, ³Dept. of Anaesthesiology, Assaf Harofeh Medical Center, Zerifin, Israel
15:30 - 16:30  Parallel Session II - B (cont.)  Moscow New York Hall
Endoscopic Surgery

LAPAROSCOPIC HERNIA REPAIR

Chairs:  Leonid Lantsberg, Israel
Gideon Sroka, Israel

15:30  TAPP VERSUS TEP HERNIA REPAIR: DATA ANALYSIS AND MY PERSONAL OPINION
Tim Tollens
Dept. of General Surgery, Imelda Hospital, Bonheiden, Belgium

15:50  IS LSG JUSTIFIED AS THE FIRST STEP IN OBESE PATIENTS WITH COMPLICATED INCIONAL HERNIA
Catalin Copaescu
Bariatric Center of Excellence IFSO EAC-EC and SRC International Center of Excellence PONDERAS (Delta) Hospital, Bucharest, Romania

16:10  COMBINED ENDOSCOPIC AND CONSERVATIVE TREATMENT FOR COMPLICATED SPORTSMAN HERNIA
Moshe Dudai
Dept. of Surgery, Ramat Aviv Medical Center, Tel Aviv, Israel

16:20  ENDOSCOPIC TEP GROIN REPAIR, LOW COST SYSTEMATIC AND REPRODUCIBLE TECHNIQUE
Moshe Dudai, Dept. of Surgery, Ramat Aviv Medical Center, Tel Aviv, Israel

16:30  Coffee Break, Poster Viewing and Visit the Exhibition

17:00 - 18:00  Parallel Session III - A  Eilat Hall
Colon and Rectal Surgery

FREE PAPERS

Chairs:  Issa Nidal, Israel
Avi Reshef, Israel

17:00  COMPARISON BETWEEN TOTAL ABDOMINAL COLECTOMY AND SEGMENTAL COLECTOMY IN CROHN’S COLITIS PATIENTS: RECURRENCE AND RE-RESECTION RATES
Miriel Bendersky¹, Iris Dotan², Joseph M. Klausner¹, Henit Yanai², Hagit Tulchinsky
¹Colorectal Unit, Surgery B, Tel Aviv Medical Center, Tel Aviv, Israel,
²Ibd Center, Dept. of Gastroenterology and Liver Diseases, Tel Aviv Medical Center, Tel Aviv, Israel

17:10  MODIFICATION OF VAAFT; THE FEASIBILITY AND PRELIMINARY RESULTS
Igor Lerner, Rabia Darawasha, Boris Yoffe
Dept. of Surgery, Barzilai Medical Center, Ashkelon, Israel
<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Time</th>
<th>Session</th>
<th>Title</th>
<th>Authors</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>17:00</td>
<td>Parallel Session III - A (cont.)</td>
<td>ADYNAMIC GRACILOPLASTY FOR TREATMENT OF TRAUMATIC ANAL SPHINCTER DISRUPTION</td>
<td>Mahmoud Abu Gazala, Noam Shussman, Miklosh Bala, Alon Pikarsky Dept. of General Surgery, Hadassah Hebrew University Medical Center, Jerusalem, Israel</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>17:20</td>
<td></td>
<td>INITIAL EXPERIENCE WITH LAPAROSCOPIC PROCTOCOLECTOMY WITH ILEAL J POUCH-ANAL ANASTOMOSIS</td>
<td>Ian White, Ronen Gheine, Ilan Kent, Baruch Shpitz, Shmuely Avital Dept. of Surgery B, Meir Medical Center, Kfar Saba, Israel</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>17:40</td>
<td></td>
<td>STANDARDIZED MEDIAL-TO-LATERAL LAPAROSCOPIC COLORECTAL RESECTION</td>
<td>Naama Hermann, Ian White, Baruch Shpitz, Shmuely Avital Dept. of Surgery B, Meir Medical Center, Kfar Saba, Israel</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>17:50</td>
<td></td>
<td>ROBOTIC-ASSISTED RIGHT HEMICOLECTOMY FOR COLON CANCER</td>
<td>Eli Kakiashvili¹, Eran Brauner², Ofir Ben Yshai³, Yoram Kluger² ¹Dept. of Surgery, ²General Surgery, Rambam Health Care Campus, Haifa, Israel</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>18:00</td>
<td>Parallel Session III - A (cont.)</td>
<td>FREE PAPERS</td>
<td>Chairs: Shimon Sapojnikov, Israel, Ivan Schwartz, Israel</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>FREE PAPERS</td>
<td></td>
<td>ESTABLISHMENT OF A BARIATRIC SURVICE IN GENERAL SURGERY DEPARTMENT SHORT TERM RESULTS</td>
<td>Roye Inbar Dept. of General Surgery B, Meir, Kfar Saba, Israel</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>18:00</td>
<td></td>
<td>CLINICAL UTILITY OF PREOPERATIVE UPPER GASTROINTESTINAL SWALLOW STUDIES IN MORBID OBSESE PATIENTS UNDERGOING LAPAROSCOPIC SLEEVE GASTRECTOMY</td>
<td>Ido Mizrahi¹, Jacob Rachmuth¹, Muhammad Ghanem¹, Yvgeni Plotkin¹, Ahmed Eid¹, Natalia Simonovsky², Nahiruth Hiller², Nahum Beglaibter¹, Ronit Grinbaum¹ ¹Dept. of Surgery, ²Dept. of Radiology, Hadassah Hebrew University Medical Center, Jerusalem, Israel</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>18:10</td>
<td></td>
<td>THE TRUE INCIDENCE OF GASTRIC GIST - A STUDY BASED ON MORBIDLY OBSESE PATIENTS UNDERGOING SLEEVE GASTRECTOMY</td>
<td>Jonathan Benjamin Yuval¹, Abed Khalaileh¹, Mahmoud Abu-Gazala¹, Yair Shachar¹, Andrei Kedar², Yoav Mintz¹, Aviram Nissan¹, Ram Elazary¹ ¹Dept. of General Surgery, Hadassah Hebrew University Medical Center, Jerusalem, ²Dept. of General Surgery, Rabin Medical Center Beilinson Hospital, Petach Tiqwa, Israel</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>18:30</td>
<td></td>
<td>LAPAROSCOPIC SLEEVE GASTRECTOMY FOR MORBID OBESITY IN ADOLESCENTS</td>
<td>Hagar Mizrahi¹, David Hazzan², Shady Salbak¹, Adeeb Nicola¹, Nissim Geron¹ ¹Dept. of General Surgery, The Baruch Padeh Medical Centre, Poria, ²Dept. of General Surgery B, Carmel Medical Center, Haifa, Israel</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
17:00 - 18:30 Parallel Session III - B Moscow New York Hall
Endoscopic Surgery

ENDOSCOPIC SURGERY FOR BENIGN AND MALIGNANT TUMORS-II

Chairs: Hassan Kais, Israel
        Ido Nachmany, Israel

17:00 RETROPERITONEOSCOPIC ADRENALECTOMY - A RETROSPECTIVE COMPARISON TO THE LAPAROSCOPIC APPROACH
Ariel Schweitzer, Ibrahim Matter, Gideon Sroka
Dept. of General Surgery, Bnai Zion Medical Center, Haifa, Israel

17:10 STEP BY STEP LAPAROSCOPIC DISTAL PANCREATECTOMY, SPLENECTOMY
Guy Golani, Baruch Shpitz, Shmuel Avital
Dept. General Surgery B, Meir Medical Center, Kfar Saba, Israel

17:20 LAPAROSCOPIC RESECTION OF METASTATIC CARCINOMA OF COLON FROM ADRENAL
Ronit Bar-Haim, Muad Faraj, Igor Vaksman
Dept. General Surgery B, Western Galilee Medical Center, Nahariya, Israel

17:30 LAPAROSCOPIC MODIFIED D2 SUBTOTAL GASTRECTOMY WITH ROUX EN Y ANASTOMOSIS
Shmuel Avital¹, Ronen Ghinea¹, Guy Golani¹, Baruch Shpitz¹
Dept. General Surgery B, Meir Medical Center, Kfar Saba, Israel

17:40 INFLAMMATORY FIBROID POLYP CAUSING A RARE FORM OF DOUBLE INVAGINATION INTUSSUSCEPTION OF THE SMALL BOWEL
Nasser Sakran, Inbal Farkash
Dept. of Surgery A, Emek Medical Center, Afula, Israel

17:50 LAPAROSCOPIC RESECTION OF RETROCAVAL GANGLIONEUROMA
Alon Shwartz¹, Petchia Reissman¹,²
¹Dept. of Surgery, Shaare Zedek Medical Center, Jerusalem,
²The Hebrew University School of Medicine, Shaare Zedek Medical Center, Jerusalem,
³Dept. of General Surgery, Shaare Zedek Medical Center, Jerusalem, Israel

18:00 LAPAROSCOPIC PARTIAL GASTRECTOMY WITH MODIFIED D2 LYMPHADENECTOMY AND BILLROTH II GASTROJEJUNOSTOMY
Eli Kakiashvili¹, Eran Brauner², Ofir Ben Yshai², Yoram Kluger²
¹Dept. of Surgery, ²General Surgery, Rambam Health Care Campus, Haifa, Israel

18:10 ROBOTIC-ASSISTED PARTIAL GASTRECTOMY WITH INTRACORPOREAL BILLROTH II GASTROENTEROSTOMY
Eli Kakiashvili¹, Eran Brauner², Ofir Ben Yshai², Yoram Kluger²
¹Dept. of Surgery, ²General Surgery, Rambam Health Care Campus, Haifa, Israel

18:20 ROBOTIC-ASSISTED TOTAL GASTRECTOMY WITH MODIFIED D2 LYMPHADENECTOMY AND ROUX-AN-Y ESOPHAGOJEJUNOSTOMY
Eli Kakiashvili¹, Eran Brauner², Ofir Ben Yshai², Yoram Kluger²
¹Dept. of Surgery, ²General Surgery, Rambam Health Care Campus, Haifa, Israel

18:40 End of day's Sessions

19:00 Cocktail Reception in Exhibition Area and Poster Viewing
        Sponsored by Johnson & Johnson and Covidien

20:00 Dinner

21:00 Depart for Night Cruise (optional)
08:30 - 09:30  Session IV - Plenary  Eilat Hall

PRESENTATION OF OUTSTANDING PAPERS

Sponsored by Johnson & Johnson

Chairs: Ahmad Assalia, Israel
        Hadar Spivak, Israel
        Hagit Tulchinsky, Israel

08:30  COLONIC STENTS FOR COLORECTAL OBSTRUCTING TUMORS: LOW SUCCESS RATE IN ACHIEVING TREATMENT'S GOAL
Nir Horesh¹, Joseph Dux², Moshe Nadler³, Alon Lang⁴, Oded Zmora⁴, Einat Shacham-Shmueli⁵, Ron Shapiro²
¹Dept. General Surgery B, ²General Surgery Dept. C, ³Gastroenterology Institute, ⁴Oncology Institute, Chaim Sheba Medical Center, Ramat Gan, Israel

08:40  THE EFFECTS OF BOUGIE CALIBER ON LEAKS AND EXCESS WEIGHT LOSS FOLLOWING LAPAROSCOPIC SLEEVE GASTRECTOMY. IS THERE AN IDEAL BOUGIE SIZE?
Jonathan Benjamin Yuval¹, Yoav Mintz¹, Matan J. Cohen², Avraham I. Rivkind¹, Ram Elazary¹
¹Dept. of General Surgery, Hadassah Hebrew University Medical Center, Jerusalem, ²Center for Clinical Quality and Safety, Hadassah Hebrew University Medical Center, Jerusalem, Israel

08:50  PREDICTORS OF RECURRENCE FOLLOWING INTESTINAL STRICTUREPLASTY FOR CROHN'S DISEASE
Avi Reshef¹,², Ravi P Kiran³
¹Dept. General Surgery B, Soroka Medical Center, Beer Sheva, Israel, ²Colorectal Dept., Cleveland Clinic, Cleveland, USA

09:00  ASSESSMENT OF COMPLICATIONS FOLLOWING PRIMARY BARIATRIC SURGERY ACCORDING TO THE CLAVIEN-DINDO CLASSIFICATION - COMPARISON BETWEEN SLEEVE GASTRECTOMY AND GASTRIC BYPASS
David Goitein¹, Nasser Sakran², Amir Szold³, Asnat Raziel³
¹Dept. of Surgery C, Chaim Sheba Medical Center, Ramat Gan, ²Dept. of Surgery A, Emek Medical Center, Afula, ³Assia Medical Group, Assuta Medical Center, Tel Aviv, Israel

09:10  LAPAROSCOPIC DISTAL PANCREATECTOMY- A SINGLE CENTER EXPERIENCE AND LEARNING CURVE
Amir Ben Yehuda, Joseph Kouriansky, Fabian Gerstenhaber, Guy Lahat, Joseph M. Klausner, Ido Nachmany
Division of General Surgery, Tel Aviv Sourasky Medical Center, Tel Aviv, Israel

09:20  TIMING OF PERCUTANEOUS CHOLECYSTOSTOMY AFFECTS CONVERSION RATE OF DELAYED LAPAROSCOPIC CHOLECYSTECTOMY FOR SEVERE ACUTE CHOLECYSTITIS
Amitai Bickel¹, Rotem Sivan Hoffman², Norman Loberant³, Michael Weiss¹, Arieh Eitan¹
¹Surgery A, Galilee Medical Center, Faculty of Medicine, Bar Ilan University, Nahariya, ²Radiology, Galilee Medical Center, Nahariya, ³Radiology, Galilee Medical Center, Faculty of Medicine, Bar Ilan University, Nahariya, ⁴Surgery A, Galilee Medical Center, Nahariya, Israel
BEST VIDEO PRESENTATIONS

Chairs:  Ram Shapira, Israel
         Gideon Sroka, Israel

09:30  ABRASION - A NEW WAY FOR PREVENTING GASTRIC BANDING SLIPPAGE: HOW I DO IT
       Eliezer Avinoach, Zvi H Perry, Uri Netz, Shahar Atlas, Yair Glazer,
       Solly Mizrahi
       Dept. General Surgery A, Soroka University Medical Center, Beer Sheva,
       Israel

09:40  LAPAROSCOPIC RIGHT HEMICOLECTOMY WITH INTRACORPOREAL ANASTOMOSIS - STAPLED TECHNIQUE
       Uri Keler, Hadar Spivak, Ron Shapiro
       Dept. of Sugery C, Sheba Medical Center, Ramat Gan, Israel

09:50  VIDEO CASE PRESENTATION - TAMIS FOLLOWED BY ROBOTIC LAR FOR RECTAL CANCER
       Nir Horesh, Imri Amiel, Chaya Schwartz - Ganor, Marat Khakian,
       Alexander Lebeydev, Mordechay Gutman, Oded Zmora
       Dept. of General Surgery B, Chaim Sheba Medical Center, Ramat Gan,
       Israel

10:00  DECREASED SIZED GASTRIC POUCH RECONSTRUCTION FOR THE TREATMENT OF GASTRO-GASTRIC FISTULA FOLLOWING LRGB
       Nasser Sakran, Ron Dar, Dan Hershko
       Dept. of Surgery A, Emek Medical Center, Afula, Israel

10:10  ROBOTIC ENUCLEATION OF LEYOMIOMA FROM GASTROESOPHAGEAL JUNCTION
       Eli Kaklashvili1, Eran Brauner2, Ofir Ben Yshai2, Yoram Kluger2
       1Dept. of Surgery, 2General Surgery, Rambam Health Care Campus,
       Haifa, Israel

10:20  LAPAROSCOPIC SUBTOTAL DISTAL PANCREATECTOMY WITH SPLENECTOMY FOR NEUROENDOCRINE TUMOR
       Anner Keinan3, Petachia Reissman1,2
       1Dept. of Surgery, Shaare Zedek Medical Center, Jerusalem, 2The Hebrew
       University School of Medicine, Shaare Zedek Medical Center, Jerusalem,
       3General Surgery, Shaare Zedek Medical Center, Jerusalem, Israel

10:30  Coffee Break, Poster Viewing and Visit the Exhibition
MISCELLANEOUS TOPICS IN ENDOSCOPIC SURGERY

Chairs: Andrei Keidar, Israel  
        Shimon Sapojnikov, Israel

11:00  HYPNOSIS INDUCED MENTAL TRAINING IMPROVES PERFORMANCE ON THE FUNDAMENTALS OF LAPAROSCOPIC SURGERY (FLS) SIMULATOR  
        Gideon Sroka¹, Zahi Arnon², Monica Laniado¹, Elad Schift¹,  
        Ibrahim Matter¹  
¹General Surgery, Bnai Zion Medical Center, Haifa, ²Complementary & Alternative Medicine Services, Bnai Zion Medical Center, Haifa, Israel

11:10  EFFECTS OF PNEUMOPERITONEUM ON RENAL FUNCTION IN RATS WITH EXPERIMENTAL DM AS COMPARED WITH NORMAL RATS  
        Wisam Hasib Abboud, Wisam Abboud¹, Bishara Bishara¹, Hoda Awad²,  
        Zaid Abassi²  
¹Dept. of General Surgery, Rambam Health Care Campus, Haifa, ²Dept.of Clinical Research, Technion, Haifa, Israel

11:20  HOSPITAL READMISSION AFTER LAPAROSCOPIC APPENDECTOMY  
        Hallon Rabia, Nissim Geron, Sergey Teplytsky, Hagar Mizrahi  
        Dept. of General Surgery, the Baruch Padeh Medical Centre, Poria, Israel

11:30  THE OUTCOME OF DELAYED CHOLECYSTECTOMY AFTER PERCUTANEOUS CHOLECYSTOSTOMY VERSUS CONSERVATIVE TREATMENT FOR ACUTE CHOLECYSTITIS: A SINGLE CENTER EXPERIENCE  
        Naser Sakran¹, Doron Kopelman², Ron Dar³, Nael Abaya²,  
        Shams-Eldin Mokary¹, Chovav Handler², Ossama Abu Hatoum²,  
        Dan Hershko¹  
¹Dept. General Surgery A, ²Dept. General Surgery B, ³Dept. of Surgery A, Emek Medical Center, Afula, Israel

11:40  SUCCESSFUL LAPAROSCOPIC PROXIMAL GASTRECTOMY WITH AN ESOPHAGO-GASTRIC ANASTOMOSIS IN A NONAGENARIAN MALE  
        Guy Sender Zahavi¹,², Mu'adh Farah¹, Evgeny Yelonin¹,  
        Muhammad Hamud¹, Igor Waksman¹,³  
¹Dept. of Surgery B, Galilee Medical Center, Naharia, Israel, ²Sackler School of Medicine, Tel Aviv University, Tel Aviv, Israel, ³Faculty of Medicine in the Galilee, Bar Ilan University, Safed, Israel

11:50  THE USAGE OF BARBED SUTURE IN LAPAROSCOPIC SURGERY- A VIDEO PRESENTATION  
        Hagar Mizrahi, Nissim Geron  
        Dept. of General Surgery, The Baruch Padeh Medical Centre, Poria, Israel

12:00  HOW SECURE ARE THE CLIPS APPLIED BY THE DISPOSABLE LAPAROSCOPIC CLIP APPLIERS OVER TINY STRUCTURES?  
        Vered Buchholtz, Eran Sadot, Hadar Spivak  
        Dept. of Surgery, Herzeliya Medical Center, Herzeliya, Israel

12:10  LAPAROSCOPIC APPROACH AND SURGICAL CONSIDERATIONS IN RESECTION OF A LARGE EPI-PHRENIC ESOPHAGEAL DIVERTICULUM  
        Yaron Rudnicki¹, Roy Inbar¹, Olga Barkay², Ido Laish², Baruch Shpitz¹,  
        Ronen Ghinea¹, Shmuel Avital¹  
¹Dept. of General Surgery B, ²Gastroenterology Institute, Meir Medical Center, Kfar Saba, Israel
Friday, November 7, 2014 (cont.)

11:00 - 12:30  Parallel Session V - A (cont.)  Endoscopic Surgery  
Eilat Hall

12:20  ROBOTIC-ASSISTED COMPLETE EXCISION OF TYPE I 
CHOLEDUCHAL CYST AND ROUX-AN-Y HEPATICOJEJUNOSTOMY 
Eli Kakiashvili, Eran Brauner, Ofir Ben Yshai, Yoram Kluger 
1Dept. of Surgery, 2General Surgery, Rambam Health Care Campus, 
Haifa, Israel

11:00 - 12:00  Parallel Session V - B  Bariatric Surgery  
Moscow New York Hall

MEET THE EXPERTS II

Chairs:  David Hazzan, Israel 
Shai Meron Eider, Israel

11:00  MICROBIOME IN MODERN SURGERY 
Zamir Halpern 
Digestive Center, Tel Aviv Sourasky Medical Center, Tel Aviv, Israel

11:15  DIABETES AND OBESITY SURGERY - NEW INSIGHTS 
Dror Dicker 
Dept. of Internal Medicine D and Clinic for Obesity and Hypertension, 
Rabin Medical Center, Golda Hasharon Campus, Petach Tikva, Israel

11:30  THE RESULTS OF OBESITY SURGERY IN ISRAEL 
Orit Blumenfeld 
Ministry of Health, Jerusalem, Israel

11:45  MEDICATION AND OBESITY 
Carmil Azran 
Herzliya Medical Center; Rabin Medical Center, Golda Hasharon Campus, 
Petach Tikva, Israel

12:00 - 13:00  Parallel Session V - B (cont.)  Bariatric Surgery  
Moscow New York Hall

HOW I PREVENT AND TREAT COMPLICATIOS

Chairs:  Nahum Beglaibter, Israel 
Zvi Halperin, Israel

12:00  SLEEVE GASTRECTOMY 
Hadar Spivak 
Herzliya Medical Center, Israel

12:15  GASTRIC BYPASS 
Nasser Sakran 
Dept. of Surgery A, Emek Medical Center, Afula, Israel

12:30  BPD 
Ibrahim Mattar 
Dept. of Surgery, Bnai Zion Medical Center, Haifa, Israel

12:45  BPD-DS 
Andrei Keidar 
Dept. of Surgery B, Rabin Medical Center, Beilinson Campus,
12:30 - 13:00  Board Meeting  
The Israeli Society for Endoscopic Surgery  
Eilat Hall

13:00 - 13:30  Parallel Session V - B (cont.)  
Moscow New York Hall  
Bariatric Surgery

FREE PAPERS

Chairs:  
David Goitein, Israel  
Moti Shimonov, Israel

13:00  LEARNING CURVE IN LAPAROSCOPIC ROUX-EN-Y GASTRIC BYPASS FOR THE TREATMENT OF MORBID OBESITY  
Matan Ben David¹, Ilanit Maler², Hanoch Kashtan², Andrei Keidar²  
¹General Surgery, ²Dept. of General Surgery, Beilinson Hospital, Petach Tikva, Israel

13:10  EARLY EXPERIENCE WITH MINI GASTRIC BYPASS  
Idit Meinik, Oleg Dukhnko, Boris Yoffe  
Dept. of Surgery, Barzilai Medical Center, Ashkelon, Israel

13:20  BODY CONTOURING PLASTIC SURGERY DECREASES LONG-TERM BODY MASS INDEX REGAIN FOLLOWING LAPAROSCOPIC ADJUSTABLE GASTRIC BANDING, A MATCHED RETROSPECTIVE COHORT STUDY  
Tali Friedman¹, Itay Wiser¹, Oren Ziv², Lior Heler¹, Eliezer Avinoah²  
¹Plastic Surgery, Assaf Harofe, Zerifin, ²Dept. of General Surgery A, Soroka Medical Center, Beer Sheva, Israel

13:30  AMYLASE VALUE ANOMALIES AFTER LAPAROSCOPIC SLEEVE GASTRECTOMY PROCEDURE - CAUSES AND IMPLICATIONS  
Wisam Hasib Abboud, Abed Darawshi, Sa’d Seide, Ahmad Assalia, Ahmad Mahajna  
Dept. of General Surgery, Rambam Health Care Campus, Haifa, Israel

13:30  Light Lunch

15:00  Meet in the Hotel Lobby for departure for Social Gathering at the Dolphin Reef

Dinner: 2 seatings (pre-book by room number) at 18:45 or 20:30

Saturday, November 8, 2014

06:30  Breakfast

07:30  Participants going to Petra depart

At leisure

16:00  Check Out

18:30  Approximate Return Trip to Petra